Personalization is a long-standing problem in data mining and machine learning. Companies make personalized product recommendations to millions of users every second. In addition to the recommendation problem, with the emerging of personal devices, many conventional problems, e.g., recognition, need to be personalized as well. Moreover, as the number of users grows huge, solving personalization becomes quite challenging. In this paper, we formalize the generic personalization problem as an optimization problem. We propose several ADMM algorithms to solve this problem in a distributed way including a new Asynchronous ADMM that removes all synchronous barriers to maximize the training throughput. We provide a mathematical analysis to show that the proposed Asynchronous ADMM algorithm holds a linear convergence rate which is the best to our knowledge. The distributed personalization allows training to be performed in either a cluster or even on a user's device. This can improve the privacy protection as no personal data is uploaded, while personal models can still be shared with each other. We apply this approach to two industry problems, Facial Expression Recognition and Job Recommendation. Experiments demonstrate more than 30% relative error reduction on both problems. Asynchronous ADMM allows faster training for problems with millions of users since it eliminates all network I/O waiting time to maximize the cluster CPU throughput. Experiments demonstrate 4 times faster than original synchronous ADMM algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Personalization is a key component in many applications such as advertising [9, 5, 21] , recommendation [17, 18] , and personalized medicine [23] , where an impression, a product and a type of drug is predicted according to the user's profile. Sparse Matrix Factorization approaches [18, 7, 19] that seek a shared lowdimensional representation for both users and items have inspired significant amount of research. Both theoretical work and empirical work demonstrated that with the low rank assumption, i.e., very few dominating factors for individual users, these approaches have achieved state-of-the-arts accuracies on many datasets [7] . However, they are restricted by the matrix formulation, and less flexible to incorporate contextual information, therefore, not general enough to address the personalization aspect in broader machine learning problems. For example, in movie recommendation, extra information about movies like the directors and the budgets are not encoded in the rating matrix. In this paper, we address the personalization differently. Each individual is assigned one model with a regularization term to penalize the difference between individual models and a global consensus model. The regularization term allows individual experiences to be shared among the population, while allowing the models to be different from each other. A parameter in the regularization term controls how much of a difference these models are. This formulation has been proposed under Multi-task Learning problem [15, 3] where each individual model is a specific task. These tasks are related to each other, so solving one task provides information to solve others. Our proposed algorithm can be applied to these problem naturally, especially for tasks distributed among a network, e.g., remote sensing and multi-agent planning.
Solving this personalization problem in a distributed environment is quite challenging, especially for data from large companies like LinkedIn and Microsoft. In this paper, we study algorithms based on alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [6] . We propose several variants of the original ADMM algorithm including a novel Asynchronous ADMM algorithm that frees up the waiting barriers to speed optimization. As the number of worker nodes grows, the processing speed, computation power, network delay usually vary among different worker nodes. Iterating until all nodes finish is expensive as nodes have to wait for the slowest worker node before the next iteration starts. Asynchronous training addresses the problem and achieves better optimization throughput. We provide a mathematical analysis to prove the proposed Asynchronous ADMM converges at a comparable rate as the original Synchronus ADMM.
We apply our personalization model to solve two industry problems, facial expression recognition and job recommendation. The experimental results demonstrate a great gain in accuracy, and the proposed Asynchronous ADMM speeds up the training process dramatically.
In summary, our proposed approach enables systematical training of personalized models jointly in a distributed manner. To our knowledge, this is the first solution of large scale personalization problems via asynchronous distributed machine learning. In addition, the proposed asynchronous ADMM is the first algorithm that demonstrates linear convergence both in theory and empirically.
DISTRIBUTED OPTIMIZATION
Before detailing the distributed algorithm, we first formulate our personalization framework as an optimization problem. Equation 1 provides a general formalization where fi(wi) is a arbitrary machine learning task for the i-th user, wi is the personal model for that user, and z is the consensus model. Equation 2 shows an example fi(wi) where l is a convex loss function, xij is an input feature vector, and yij is the target to predict. γ is a regularizatino term inversely coupling the individual and consensus models. With only a handful of samples per model, we need a relatively large γ to prevent overfitting.
(1)
We focus on distributed personalization of classification tasks and as such assume that the number of users is proportional to the total number of samples, and finally, that each user's data is drawn i.i.d. from the distribution Di. These are captured in Assumption 1 where Ni is the number of training samples for user i, N is the total number of training samples, and M is the total number of users. ASSUMPTION 1. We make the following assumptions:
Applying distributed stochastic optimization approaches [1, 10, 2, 12] to this distributed personalization problem is non-trivial. Although the consensus model can be obtained, there aren't enough samples to reliably estimate individual user models. In addition, tracking the learning rate for each user is difficult.
We experiment with a synchronous ADMM algorithm [6, 25] from the literature, a novel versioned adaptation, and propose a faster asynchronous algorithm. A key observation is that alternately optimizing wi and z converges slowly -a low sample count per user drives a large γ large coupling the personal and consensus models which, in turn, leads to histeresis.
Synchronous ADMM
We first derive a synchronous ADMM to solve Equation 1. By introducing local consensus variables qi, we rewrite the problem as in Equation 3 . Turning it into the augmented Lagrangian, we have Equation 4 .
An synchronous ADMM solution can be obtained by Equations [5, 6, 7] .
In Equation 5 , qi has analytical relation to wi, we obtain the updating rules in Equation [9, 10, 11, 8] , where µ = λ/ρ.
From Equation 9 , even when γ is huge, the regularization is upper bounded by ρ 2 that avoids obtaining a w over-influenced by z, and leads to faster convergence. Note that we update µ i first, and update z at the end of the iteration for a simpler derivation.
In synchronous ADMM, Equations [8, 9, 10] are performed in each worker node, while Equation 11 is performed in the master node. The master node waits for all sub-problems to be solved and their local models submitted, before merging and broadcasting a new consensus model, see Figure 1 . Waiting for all nodes to finish slows down the distributed computation process, and each user benefits from the latest consensus less frequently. The asynchronous ADMM essentially unblocks the master and allows the consensus model to be updated freely. Therefore, the aggregated knowledge can be shared between individuals more frequently.
Versioned Synchronous ADMM
Different users have different numbers of samples to optimize, and different workers have different hardware latency. The submitted local models qi, and dual variables µ i come to the master out of order. It is easy to see that z can be updated whenever the master is ready as long as it is broadcast at the end of the iteration. On the other hand, we can broadcast z to the workers at any time, and force the remaining workers to restart the sub-problem based on the new consensus z, i.e., at any moment, there is only one version of consensus. Theorem 2 proves that this Single-Versioned ADMM converges at the same rate as the original Synchronous ADMM. The convergence analysis for Synchronous ADMM can be found in literature [ [16] , [22] ]. 
On the other hand, on expectation, an optimization step w
Combining these two, the optimization sequence for the SingleVersioned ADMM is dominated by the sequence of the original Synchronous ADMM. If fi is convex, both sequences arrive at a saddle point.
If the master and individual workers optimize independently, it is possibly that users' personal models branch out on different versions of the consensus, and request to merge at different pace. These delayed updates do not necessarily dominate the synchronous ADMM optimization. However, we can show that they dominate an optimization sequence for a multiple block ADMM formulation [13] . The technique is to create the auxiliary variables for these different versions of consensus models. Assuming for the k-th merge, we have a set of users updates. For each one of them j ∈ B k , the sub-problem is solved by using the consensus modelz h(j) , where h(j) ∈ [1...k − 1] is the mapping from the user to the consensus model version. We first updatez h(j) for all j ∈ B k , then update z k , and broadcast it. The consensus updating rules for this multi-versioned ADMM are defined in Equations 12 and 13.
To prove that multi-versioned ADMM converges, we first show that a Multi-Block ADMM problem updates using rules in Equations 12 and 13. Consider the optimization problem in Equation 14 , where K is the total number of consensus updates. In this problem, we have multiple blocks, {qi, wi},z k and z. According to [8] , extending the ADMM algorithm directly by alternating optimizations over these blocks achieves the same linear convergence when the equality constraints satisfy the condition in Theorem 4.
In our case, it is easy to see that A k forz k is canceling each other, and therefore A k = 0. The dual variables for constraintsz k = z cancel out, so Equation [12, 13] are equivalent to the ADMM updating rules forz k and z. Therefore, for any such consensus updating schedules, we can construct a Multi-Block ADMM program that updates correspondingly. The only difference is that MultiVersioned ADMM also updates z immediately afterz is updated. Similar to Theorem 2, optimizing z multiple times within the same iteration dominates the original optimization sequence, so we conclude convergence as stated in Theorem 5. THEOREM 5. For any optimization sequence that follows Equation [12, 13] 
Asynchronous ADMM
For the algorithms described in previous section, the last synchronous property holds that no one proceeds until the end of the current iteration. The master keeps track of the versions of the consensus models, which are the only dependencies to update the new version of the consensus. We can simply remove this iteration lock, and let the whole process runs. This results in the proposed Asynchronous ADMM algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1.
K is the latest version number; 
Algorithm 2: Worker for ASYNC-ADMM By assuming that networking latency has an identical distribution with mean τ . We can show that this AsynchADMM converges at a similar rate as synchronous ADMM. Note that the concept of iterations does not exist any more. Here, T refers to the number of operations from the master, and is about M times the number of iterations in Synchronous setting. Therefore, the convergence rate is comparable for both of them. One interesting fact about the Theorem 6 is that the personalization strength γ influences the convergence too. Intuitively, if the personalized models are independent from the consensus model, i.e., γ = 0, the local model qi can be simply assigned to the consensus z, and the iteration stops. On the other hand, if different persons have very different personal preference, enforcing them to reach the consensus is very difficult. Allowing the models to be diverged effectively improves convergence speed.
FACIAL EXPRESSION
Human emotion study is a critical topic in several fields, including human-computer interaction, psychology research, medical diagnosis and treatment, entertainment, education, etc. Facial expression is one of the most useful non-verbal information for detecting human emotion. For decades, people have already investigated in automatic facial expression analysis through image, video, or audio [20] . As the camera becomes prevalent in modern devices, like mobile phone, laptop, desktop, and even wearable device, automatically recognizing the facial expression from image or video has gained much attention. Great amount of research [4] and industry products 1 2 are proposed to solve this problem. The state of the art techniques [4] includes three major steps as shown in figure  5 . First of all, human face is detected from the video frame, and the landmark points are located, such as eyes, nose, and mouth. After that, features are extracted from the face image. Popular features are optical flow, Gabor filter, gradient feature, local binary patterns, motion signature, geometry displacement, etc. These features can effectively represent the characteristics of different expressions. Given the feature set extracted from the collected data, classifiers have been trained with various machine learning models such as linear classifier, neural networks, hidden Markov model, random forests. However, due to different personalities, cultures, ages, and appearances, the facial expressions of the same emotion vary greatly. For instance, in figure 6, three people performs happy face but with different visual appearance. Hence, using a single model is not sufficient enough to represent all the users. Therefore, personalization will be the key to enhance the accuracy and improve the user experience.
To support this, we consider the data set collected for the facial expression recognition app developed by Microsoft in Xbox One Kinect 3 . The following experiments are conducted based on a subset of this data set. The subset includes 151,413 samples collected from 250 users. Conventionally, one model is trained for a classifier of a facial expression. In this way, the individual accuracy is sacrificed for obtaining fair average accuracy. With our Asynchronous ADMM framework, we can train a personalized model for each user which can better represent his/her feature distribution. We follow the state-of-the-art techniques in face and landmarks detection In addition to the accuracy improvement, our framework reduces the privacy concern of the users. People are usually unwilling to share their privacy data to others, especially this kind of visual data from which the subject's identity can be easily revealed. In the existing framework, in order to train a facial expression classifier, the personal data must be uploaded to somewhere hence loses the privacy. In our distributed framework, training can be performed locally, such as in a smart device or private cluster. The personal data does not need to be uploaded to other places. Although the personal model is still exposed to others, the privacy of the data itself is preserved which largely mitigates the concerns of the privacy.
Influence of the Personalization
First, we compare the difference between the results with personalization and without personalization in accuracy. For each user, we use 5 positive samples and 5 negative samples for training. Figure 7 shows the ROC curve of the overall accuracy among all the users. When the personalization is considered, the accuracy is better than the one without personalization(baseline model). The baseline model is obtained based on conventional ADMM where all the users train a single consensus model. This result is not surprising since one model does not fit all the users. This result also tells during the real world application, the personalized models would provide better satisfaction to the users than the consensus model.
As we discussed in the previous section, the strength of personalization plays the key role for the generalization ability. To demonstrate such a behavior, we study the accuracies in different γ settings. The larger the γ is, the more the personal model is towards the consensus model. We show the distribution of the ROC curves across different users. We compute the ROC curves for each individual user, and sample the data points along the curve to compute the mean and the variance. produce inferior results. At one extreme side, γ = 10 −6 corresponds to a model trained completely by using personal data. The overfitted model introduces high variance. On the other extreme side, γ → ∞, everyone is using nearly the same model which is too generalized to represent different users' distribution. By tuning the γ, we find the balance between generalization and personalization. In the future, our vision is γ value can be an user-controlled setting. Users can freely select how personalized their own models should be. Our general recommendation is: when the user has only few data, it is always intuitive to have the consensus model to be the cold start model. After the user accumulates the personal data, the model can be relaxed a little bit to support divergence. When the user has enough personal data, the model can be personalized completely, and the consensus model has less and less influence.
Learning Curves
One of the benefits of the distributed personalization is to leverage community knowledge to improve individual user's learning curve. In this experiment, we vary the number of training samples to show the progress of the accuracy improvement. Figure 9 and 10 show the testing ROC curves using personalized models trained on different amounts of training samples. The training samples are set as 1 sample per user, 3 samples per user, 5 samples per user, and 10% of an user's data for each curve, respectively. The corresponding area under curve (AUC) is shown in Table 1 . From 1 sample to 3 samples, the learning speed is really fast that increases the accuracy a lot which demonstrates that our framework enables the users to share the knowledge with each other efficiently. On the contrary, if we use consensus model, the improvement of the accuracy is slow compare to the increase of training samples. It is true that the consensus model performs better than the personalized model when using only 1 training sample per user. It means 1 sample of the personal data is not sufficient enough to represent the intra-user variance for each user. With more training data, it covers the variation within each user, i.e., it adapts individual user well, the accuracy of personalized models starts to outperform the consensus model. This experiment demonstrates that the learning speed of personalized model is fast as the size of training set increases, i.e., users only need few samples to improve their personal models. This is relatively important when we consider the applications in Figure 8 : The distributions of the ROC curves of using personalized models for all the users. For each user, we use 5 positive samples and 5 negative samples for training. Each subfigure corresponds to different personalization strengths (γ = 10 −6 , 10 −3 , 1, 50, 10 3 , 10 6 ). The accuracy is the highest when γ = 50 and drops when γ is too large or small.
commercial products. In most of the existing personalization products/services, e.g., ads, recommendation system, users are usually asked to provide some personal information, answer questions, or do data collection and tagging. However, users sometimes do not have patience to provide so much information. With our framework, even though users only provide little amount of data, the system can make the models adapt quickly. It encourages the users to provide more data since they can feel the improvement of the accuracy. With more data, the models fit individuals better, and the whole community is also benefited from the ability of knowledge sharing in our framework. 
JOBS YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN (JYMBII)
One of the premium member value propositions of LinkedIn is the jobs recommendation product, Jobs You May Be Interested In (JYMBII), where LinkedIn members can impress active job postings relevant to their professional profiles. It is one of most valuable As many members maintain an up-to-date professional profile on LinkedIn, it is very important that JYMBII can recommend highly relevant and personalized jobs for members, whether they are active job seekers or passive ones who just want gain some awareness of the job market. Without personalization, there are circumstances that a bad job recommendation can significantly impair user's satisfaction, for example, an executive in a large-size company may feel offended by seeing entry-level job recommendation, an experienced professional may feel uncomfortable receiving intern-level job recommendations. Even though current recommendation engine has already taken into consideration of members' personal career characteristics, such as their professional skills, current job position, and their next job preference (either explicit or implicit), the model coefficients for these features are global as we train a single model for all of our members, which inevitably return less satisfactory recommendations for certain members. The Asynchronous ADMM model we propose, on the other hand, will train a personalized model for each member with sufficient job seeking history, and still maintain a global consensus model for those without enough historical record. In doing so, it can provide additional personalization in a way such that it greatly improve user satisfaction for member's personal job seeking experience.
In order to compare personalization ADMM model against current baseline consensus model trained with synchronized ADMM setting, we have trained our personalization ADMM model with different gammas, which controls the strength of personalization, with larger gamma indicating more personalization. Each example is a (member, job, label) tuple, with label being either 1 or 0 indicating whether or not the member has applied the job. The feature set is the same for baseline and treatment, it mainly includes field based content matching features and member preference features. Each content matching feature is a cosine similarity score between the two fields' tf.idf vectors, with one field from member profile and the other field from job posting, for example, member's experience field matching against job's description field, member's profile summary field matching against job's desired skills field, etc. 11 illustrates the field layout of a (member,job) pair on LinkedIn. The member preference features include job location preference, industry preference, and company size preference. They can be members' explicit preference they set on the web UI, or their latent preference mined by a model [24] . The final model includes one hundred of such features for each example, and the dataset includes about a million samples. Figure 12 illustrates the ROC curves and their AUCs for model comparison.
The personalized model has the best AUC of 0.91 with gamma = 100, comparing to AUC of 0.79 for the most personalization model (with gamma = 1), and AUC of 0.86 for the least personalization model (with gamma = 10000). It suggests that neither personalization nor extreme personalization performs the best, but the optimal strength for personalization is somewhere falls in between. Comparing to the baseline without personalization (AUC=0.86), it is interesting to see all of the personalization models performs much better in the operation area with low false positive rates (e.g. false positive rate less than 0.1), this area is critical as it aligns better with the online system which observes much more negative examples than positive examples, thus it is a necessity to operate with a low false positive rate all the time.
CONVERGENCE EXPERIMENT
Due to the asynchronous nature of Algorithm 1&2, it is difficult to implement such algorithms in a typical Map/Reduce architecture [11] , which requires a synchronization step between each map/reduce stage. We develop an asynchronous computation framework based on the Publish/Subscribe message paradigm [14] to facilitate the parallel computation interfaces. The framework consists of a master node and multiple worker nodes. Each worker holds a subset of users and their data, initializes a personal model and subscribes a message channel for each user. The training events are triggered through user interactions. The corresponding worker fetches the current best-known consensus model after receiving a training event, performs a local optimization and sends the updated personal model back to the master. The consensus model then gets updated at the reception of each updating event. In synchronous ADMM (SYNC-ADMM), all personal models start training at the same time using the same consensus model, the next round is triggered after all personal models are merged into the consensus. For multi-versioned ADMM (MV-ADMM), all personal models start training at approximately the same time using their current known consensus model. The consensus model does not block any training event in any single round and merges continuously, but it waits for the completion of all user models before triggering another round. In asynchronous ADMM (ASYNC-ADMM), each user training event only depends on the completion of the user's previous round. The consensus model merges any reported personal model immediately. During the entire experiment process, the total number of training events triggered is more than 10 million. In Figure 13 , for each ADMM model, we divide the time window into 300 buckets and only report the average objective function value observed within each time bucket. We choose the starting time when all user models are trained at least once. The flat blank periods within SYNC-ADMM and MV-ADMM models are the blocking periods when they wait for all personal models being merged into the consensus. As demonstrated in Figure 13 , ASYNC-ADMM converges at a close-to-identical rate compared to other models, but performs 2∼4 times faster by eliminating all blocking period.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we propose a distributed personalization framework and present its successful application to two industry problems. Our approach enables distributed personalization not only for traditional recommendation problems, but also for recognition. Provided each individual task can be formulated as a convex optimization, our framework can scale, for both training and personalization, to millions of simultaneous users. One of the major contribution that enables this distributed learning system is a novel Asynchronous ADMM algorithm that removes all network I/O wait barriers to maximize the CPU throughput. One of the interesting features of our publish/subscribe based distributed computation approach allows worker nodes to execute on personal devices. Unlike other popular distributed learning algorithms, we do not rely on a decaying step size to control convergence. Instead, Asynchronous ADMM keeps track of versions of the consensus model, thereby avoiding complicated learning rate adjustments. In the future, we plan to extend our approach to the real online setting. Problems like warm-start, online model adaptation, and in-session personalization will be studied in-depth. Furthermore, we currently employ only one master to update the consensus. This wastes some network bandwidth. Much research has suggested that a Minimum Spanning Tree topology can provide optimal network communication to efficiently leverage computational resources -a natural extension to the proposed algorithm.
